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Abstract

Triplicity of hadrons, quarks and subquarks asserting that a

certain physical quantity such as the weak current i s taken

equally well as either one of a composite operator of hadrons,

that of quarks and that of subquarka i s proposed. Among other

things, the weak mixing angle, the quark aixing matrix and the

mass sum rules for quarks and leptons are r e v i s i t e d , re-

interpreted and discussed in detail in triplicity.
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1 - Introduction

The h i s t o r y of modern part ic le physics nay be best

summarized as atomic physics in teens and twenties, nuclear

physics in thirt ies and fort ies , hadron physics in f i f t ies and

sixties , and quark physics in seventies and e ight ies . What is

the next? It seems most probably and naturally "subquark

physics" in nineties and the f irst decade of the twenty-first

century. If this is the case, we should fully prepare for the

new era of composite models of quarks and leptons which will

presumably cone soon. In this paper, we shall propose the

principle of "trlpliclty" of hadrons, quarks and subquarks which

asserts that a certain physical quantity such as the weak current

Is taken equally well as either one of a composite operator of

hadrons, that of quarks and that of subquarks. In trlpliclty, we

shall revisit, re-interpret and discuss in detai l , among other

things, the weak mixing angle, the quark mixing matrix and the

mass sum rules for quarks and leptons.

The weak charged current, J , provides one of the most

Instructive examples for physical quantities to which tr lp l l c l ty

of hadrons, quarks and subquarks can be applied. It can be

written in terms of hadrona (baryons and mesons) and leptons as

the sum of over ten thousand terms,

J
v • Vu°~V* * V» (1"VB * Vu (1-VT
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where G /Cw, g?/gy, ••• are over ten thousand parameters. It can

also be written In terms of quarks and leptons as the sum of at

least twelve terms,

J
v ' Vu

(1-Ve + Vu^'V" * Vu(1'VT

(2)

where Vu<]l ••• are at least nine parameters called quark mixing

matrix elements. Furthermore, i t Is now wellknown that In

composite models of quarks and leptons It can be most simply

written in terms of an iso-doublet of spinor subquarks with the

charge of ±1/2, ŵ  and w2 (called wakems) as a single term

without any free parameters.

Some consequences of this trlpliclty for the weak charged current

will be presented and discussed in detail later in Section 3.

2. Weak Mixing Angle

2) 5)
In the unified subquark model of quarks and leptons,

not only quarks and leptons but also gauge bosons such as the

weak bosons (W* and Z), the photon (A) and the gluons (Ga, a-1-8)

can be taken as composite states of subquarks,

?
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where C. and C, (1-1,2,3) are the ?atl-Salam color-quartet of

scalar subquarks ' with the charge of -1/2 and +1/6, respective-

ly, A3 and B are the third component of lso-triplet gauge bosons

and the lso-scalar gauge boson In the Glashow-Salam-Weinberg

theory of electroweak Interactions, 8H Is the weak mixing angle

and Aa's are the Cell-Hann's matrices of color SU(3). These

relations can be taken either as those derived fron the unified

subquark model of the Nambu-Jona-Laslnlo- type" or as field-

current Identities ' for the gauge fields and subquark currents.

In either way, it is now an elementary exercise to derive the
q)

Georgi-Glashow relations of

sln2ew - X(I3)
2/IQ2 - | (8)

and f2/g2 - I U 3 )
2 / X U a / 2 ) 2 • 1 (9)

for the gluon and weak boson coupling constants (f and g) and the

third component of lsospln (I,), the charge (Q) and the color-

spin U a / 2 ) of subquarks from the relations (5)-(7) without

depending on the assumption of grand unification of strong and

electroweak interactions.
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Similarly, In the unified quark-lepton model of the Narabu-

2)
Jona-Laslnio type ' or in field-current identification for the

gauge fields and quark-lepton currents, the gauge boson fields

can be taken at least approximately as composite operators made

of quarks and leptons,

(10)

where N is the number of generations (23). It Is also almost

trivial to derive the Georgi-Glashow relations (3) and (9) from

these approximate identities.

Furthermore, all these gauge bosons except for the gluons

can also be taken as composite operators made or hadrons (baryons

and mesons). By ignoring not only quark mixing but also all

hadrons other than the ground-state baryons of spin 1/2 and weak-

isospln 1/2, they can be most roughly written as
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(16)

It is again tr iv ia l to derive the following Georgl-Glashow

relation from these very rough identities:

sln2ew - I(I3)
2/IQ2 - I . (17)

The numerical result for the weak mixing angle In the

subquark picture remarkably coincides with that in the quark

picture (as in (8)) but differs from that in the "hadron picture"

of (17). This coincidence (or "duality"), seems more than a mere

coincidence as it is caused by the same degrees of frtedom due to

the four wakens (w1L, w2L, w1R, w2fi) and four chroms (Co, C,, C2.

C.) forming "subquark-superquartet". The experimental value i s

s in 2eH - O.23O±O.OO48 in world-average.10' The disagreement

between the value of 3/8 predicted either in the subquark model

or in the quark model and the experimental value might be excused

for by Insist ing that the predicted i s viable as the running

value renormalized a Ĵ a Ceorgl, Quinn and Heinberg at

extremely high energies (as high as 1015GeV), given the "desert

hypothesis". On the other hand, i t is more comfortable to find
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that the value of 1/4 obtained In the hadron picture remarkably

well agrees with the experimental value. The agreement becomes

even better and probably too good If It Is compared to sin 6u(mH>

- O.253±0.005 which 13 the experimental value renormalized at the

W* mass (= 80GeV).

3. Quark Mixing Matrix

As the "hadron-quark duality relations" of (1) and (2) for

the weak charged current mass produce the approximate relations

of

the "quark-subquark duality relations" of (2) and (3) do those of

»ud"V1"Vd Z <»l»iV'-V«2ld> '

By using the algebra of subquark currents, ' the unitarlty of

quark mixing matrix, VV* - V*V - 1 has been demonstrated.

In the first order perturbation of lsospln breaking (the

Hamlltonlan H.), the relations of

C ) <d|HI|a> <c|H:|u> <3|Hj|d>

* V " *



<c|HJ|t> <s|HI|b> <t|HI|c> ^ I H J I S )
Vob ' mc-mt * ">b-Ba ' Vts " mt-»c * •,-•„ ''

(20)

have been obtained. From these follow immediately the anti-

symmetry relations of

Vus ' "Ved • vcb - -VU' '••-

which agree well -;lth the experimental values of V u s - 0.217 -

0.223 and V0(J - -(0.217-0.223)-
10* They also produce some other

relations auch as

lVcbl * <VVIWu. l Z °-02 ' ( 2 2 )

which roughly agrees with the latest experimental value of |Vcb|

- 0.0«:»;S?0
8 <Araus).«»

In the second order perturbation, the relations of

lvub/vcbl = (V nc>l Vusl S °-08 (23)

a"1 I'tdl • lVusVcbl = °-01 (21))

have been predicted. The relation (23) agrees remarkably well

with the latest experimental observation of lVub/Vcbl - 0.09±0.02

(Argus) and 0.10±0.03 (CLEO).10) It Is highly desirable to test

the relation (24) when the top quark is found.

4. Mass Sum Rules

The unified subquark model predicts2^'5* the following two

sum rules:



H ^ ^ 2 (25)

and mH - 2C(m* *m^)/(m^+m^}J1 /2 (26)

where mH Is the mass of the physical Hlggs scalar In the Glashow-

Salam-Welnberg theory. Also, the unified quark-lepton model of

the Narabu-Jona-Lasinio type predicts the following two sum

rules:

and mH - 2tl*\tl'l<>>\tl1
U2 (28)

where m ,'a are the quark and lepton masses and < > denotes the

average value for a l l the quarks and leptons. Notice that the

second sum rules (26) and (28) are essent ia l ly the same as the

Nambu relation of m :m.:m - 0:1:2 or m'*m - 1m' where £, n

and * are the Nambu-Goldstone boson, the physical scalar and the

c o n s t i t u e n t fermlon, r e s p e c t i v e l y and that they are the

consequences of the Nambu's supersymmetry and, therefore, l e s s

model-dependent.

By combining the sum rules (25) and (26), the fol lowing

relation can be obtained for m - m - m-.
w, Wj w

mv : mH = mH - 1 : •! : 2 . (29)

From this relation, the wakera and Higga scalar masses can be

predicted as

n^ * (1//I)mH - (16.8±0.8)GeV (30)

and mH - (2//I)mH - (93.5±1.5)GeV for a=H - (81.0±1.3)GeV, (3D
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which is subject to a future experimental teat probably at LEPII.

More precisely, from the two sum rules, the Klggs mass can be

bounded as

(93.5±1.5)GeV - C2/V3)nH S mH S (2/F/3)mw - (132.3±2.1)GeV. (32)

Not ice t h a t the lower bound corresponds to the case of in,, -in,,
"1 »i

while the upper one to that of mu /or. • 0 or •. Therefore, it
"1 "J

seems more likely that the physical Hlggs scalar will be found

close to the lower bound, _i..e_. mH = ^GeV. The reliability of

this prediction may be enhanced by the following independent

observation: Suppose that the subquark dynamics is described by

"quantum subchromodynaoics (QSCD)11, the Yang-Kills gauge theory

of subcolors which is an ar.alogy to QCD. Then, the masses of W1

and H are scaled by AJC, the mass scale of QSCD, while the masses

of the corresponding hadrons, p* and 0, are scaled by Ac> the

mass acale of QCD. If this Is the case, uhe Hlggs scalar mass

can be estimated as

mH : 5 % S "TToHeV'81 •0±1 -3)GeV - (94.7*1 .:>)GeV (33)

which amazingly produces a similar prediction, mH - 95GeV.

If there exist only three generations of quarks and leptons,

the sum rules (27) and (26) completely determine the top quark

and Niggs scalar masses as

mt s (2/o"/3)mw - (132-3±2.1 )GeV (31)

and mH = 2mt = (1/E/3)mH - (261.5±1.2)JeV for mH - (81.0±1.3)GeV.

(35)
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If Indeed the top quark" i s t i l ls heavy, production of the

topponiua and top-antltop pairs la unfortunately beyond the reach

of LEPII. If, Instead, there are four generations, the sum rule

(27) gives an estimate for the average mass of the fourth

generation of quarks and leptons as

C<l°q,l>N -HjX/Z : <2//5'aH " C93-5±1.5)CeV for oi,-(8i .0±1 -3)CeV.

(36)

Trlpllty of hadrons, quarks and subquarks tells us that

these sun rules can be further extended to the approximate sum

rules of

(37)

and mH = 2tl4ylltl1
UZ C38)

yhere mn , ' s are the "canonical baryon" and lepton masses and < >
a,i

denotes the average value for a l l the canonical baryons and

leptons. The "canonical baryon" denotes either one of p, n and

other ground-state baryons of spin 1/2 ana wea.k-lsospin 1/2

consisting of a quark heavier than u and d quarks and a scalar

end isoscalar dlquark oade of u and d quarks. These sum rules

can be derived, in the same way a? those or (25)-(28), in the

"unified hadron-lepton model" of the Nc-nbu-Jona-Laslnio type

which is written In terms of the canonical baryons and leptons as

fundamental fermlons.

If there exist only tnree generations of quarks and leptons,

the sum rules (37) and (38) completely determine the masses of

the canonical topped baryon, T, and Higgs scalar as

- 1 1 -



nT - 2mu - (16£.Q±2.6)GeV (39)

and raH = 2mT : HmH - (324.0±5.2)GeV for « w - (81.0±1.3)GeV. (10)

If, Instead, there are four generations, the sua rule (37) gives

an estimate for the average nass of the fourth generation of the

canonical baryons and leptons as the same as in (36). Notice

that the predicted value for the canonical topped baryon pass in

(39) is by 22 percent larger than that for the top quark aass In

(31) and that the predicted values for the Hlggs scalar aass In

*31). (35) and (40) are l:2/5s2/3". Especially the latter nay

Indicates either that there exist at least four generations of

quarks and leptons or that both the unified quark-lepton aodel of

the Naubu-Jona-Lasinlo type and the unified hadron-lepton one are

In a very bad approximation for describing the Hlggs scalar. An

answer will be given by future high-energy experlnents.

5. Conclusion

He have re-interpreted and d.acussed In detail the weak

mixing angle, the quark mixing matrix an<* the aass SUB rules In

triplicity of hadroris, quarks and subquarks. We have presented

many predictions for the weak nixing angle, the quark nixing

matrix elements and the top quark and Higgs scalar nasses. Some

of which have already been checked experimentally and the others

will be tested In the near future. He hope that the notion of

tripllclty will become more useful in particle physics after nuch

more applications are found.
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